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SECTI0N' 1
SUMM~RY

0F INSTRUMEN'T

PERPORM~N~S

GUID~~CE

Whil~

the Princeton 8xperiment

Pack~ge

data,

the pointing was maintained by centering the stellar

(PEP) was

g~therinq

stellar
im~qe

on

the slit jaws of the experiment using the Fine Error Sensor (FBS).
To ensure that the guidance characteristics were similar over the
ranqe of ste ll,~.r br ightnesses observed, the high vo 1 t.=tge of the FE S
was 1etermined by an automatic gain control (AGC) that depenCied on
stellar magnitude.

During tlte mission, stars bet.ween -l.S anrl 7.0

visual magnitude were regularly observerl.

The experiment was designed with two

dif~erent

could be operated separately or together.

tu~es

guiCi1nce

The channel

~

that

configura

tion (guidance tube A) was designed as the primary system and was
used during the first 5 years of operation exceot wher. faint targets
were observed.

The channel C configuration (guidance tube 3) was

equipped with an operational amplifier to allow successful guidance
on fainter stars and was used occasionally during this time.
of suspected operational problems with chctnnel

~,

Because

beginning at orbit

27683, channel C was used exclusively until the final end of mission
(EOM) tests that proved that there had been no malfunction in quid
ance

tube~.

Configuration 8 was a hybrid using both guidance tubes

and was only used for brief tests.
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T~ble

used.
j<"\t~

1-1 lists
During

t~e

t~e

orbits during which the different tubes werA

intervals listei in Table 1-1,

(-;uid-'\nce settle ti"e,

va 1 ues) were co llecterl.

exp~ri~ent

pitch '3.nd yaw error voltages,

Thes e i'3. t . i3. were t3bu 1-'\ ter1

~

gui~~nce

<"\nd :;'GC

long with tl1e

time of observation and target data to monitor the guidance perform
~nce.

The stellar visual magnitude was plotted versus AGC for

observations in intervals of about 1

ye~r.

because of many factors such as stray light,
pointing,

~GC

values can vary

loc'3.tion in orbit,

etc., which result in considerable scatter in the olots.

List of Orbits
Orbit

~o.

Tar,le 1-1
~nd Guidance

AGC-Channe 1

0-12849

A

12850-13506

C

13507-14943

A

14944-15438

C

15439-16117

A

16118-16165

C

16166-17254

A

17255-17522

C

17523-27682

A

27683-44861

C

44862-44890

n..

C~annels

I)ata Collected

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

(27683-34583)
Complete
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These data were therefore fit by
each year.

le~st

Figure 1-1 shows these

squares straight lines for
lines for

fitte~

C data acquired during the 3rd and Sth

ye~rs

were obtai.ned.
only.

cha~nel

up to about 7th

The lines plotted are only for those visual magnitudes

between 1.S and 5.5 since this is the region

..

~f

of ooeration.

~agnitudes

The ?lot shows the distribution of visual
magnitude.

se~s

whe~e

most of the data

These two lines are t.he "best fit" for 0 and 8 stars

The first line corres?onds to orbi t~s 128 sn through 17478, and

the second 1 ine corresponds to orbits

276~n

through 33105.

Channel C

was used for both sets of data.

The upper limit or faintest visual '11a.gnitude that could be observed
depended on the spectral type of the star.

The hotter stars (e.g.,

o and 8 stars) had a fainter limiting magnitude.

From the straight

line fit to the data, a theoretical limiting magnitude corresoonding
to the maximum allowable AGe (13.6 volts) C"ln be determined.

Table

1-2 summarizes this limit as a function of spectral type for orbits
27683-33105 ("line 2").

An inspection of Figure 1-1 allows an estimate of the guidance
system's degradation from the 3rd to
and 2, respectively).

~th

year of operation (lines 1

Comparing lines land 2 shows that,

for

"i

given magnitude, a higher .l\Ge was required to run the guidance
system during the 6th year than during the 3rd year.
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9.0

Table 1-2
Limits for Predicted Visual M~g~itu1e
Z\GC-C Vo 1 tage

~t

Satur~te4

Pre-iicte-i
Visui'l.l
'1agnitude

Cli'l.ss

AGC-C
Saturated

Intercept

SloDe
VM;;G vs. :l,.GC-C

0

8.6 V

-1.31)

0.97

7.0 ±8.4

B

8.6 V

-1.39

0.93

~.6

A

8.6 V

-2.41

0.99

6.0

F

8.6 V

-1.79

O.

(n

-5.7

G

8.6 V

-2.39

0.97

-5.5

K

8.~

V

-2.28

0.Q5

-4.8

~

8.~

V

Spectr~l

Y

Insufficient

±O.3

D~t.;.

visual

m~gnitude

cant.

For the faintest stars, a loss in sensitivity of about 0.5

4.5, t:'e difference is not

magnitudes had occurred.

~o

st~tistically

signifi

appreciable degradation in the

F~S

was

observed in the last 2 years of the satellite's operation.

In normal operation, when the AGe exceeded 3.6 volts, the FES auto
matically returned control to the spacecraft's inertial reference
unit (IRU).

It was possible to override t.his limit using a mode of

operation called the forced switch option (FSO), whic:' used the
onboard processor (OBP) to monitor the stability of

t~e

guid~nce.

The FSO extended the ability of the FES by about 1.0 magnitude over
the limits listed in Table 1-2.

The FSOoperational mode was dis

continued August 31, 1978, when t:'e OBP failed.
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Later, when some

OBP functions had been recovered, the FSO

w~s

useless because of

t~e

loss of spectrometer sensitivity (see Section 2).

Over a period of more than 8 yeRrs,

the guiiance system in the PE?

performed beyond exoectations.

overall gui0ance sensitivity

degr~ded

~e

very little and equalled or surpassed all

prelaunc~

predic

tions.

SPECTROMETER/TELESCOPE
Throughout the mission of the PEP,
?erformed at nominal design
were ever noted.

bot~

spectrometer carriages

specificatio~.

~o

~echanic~l

Before the OAO-C launch, carriage

~

~nom~lies

'..;as discovere-j

to have a lOW-rate leak in its sealed lead-screw bellows assembly.
This was considere-j, however, to have little consequence over

t~e

anticipated i-year lifetime of the PEP, and a decision was made to
continue with launch preparations.

The commanded carriage motion was extremely predictable, and all
deviations from expected behavior were traced to electronic
glitches, operational programming errors, or a lack of understanding
of the nonstandard operation of the carriage motion control sub
system (special programs, configurations, etc.).

TI1e static position indicator!; for both carriages possesse-J. a 1<nown
inherent ambiguity that occasionally resulted in a scientific data
loss because of incorrect

int(~rpreta t

1-6

ion of the carriage pos it ion

status by operations

p~rsonnel.

On several occasions,

were also inadvertently cO!11l11anded to positions
range~

es were

of travel, but in each
acti v ~ted,

i~stance,

th~

b~yon'i

ele~tric~l

and the motion of the carriages was

t~e

carriages

their nor'1lal
limi~s~itch
~alted

before

any physical stop was met.

The obscuration pattern of carriage 1 sensors by the carriage 2
collect-ion mirror was determined early in the mission, and this
effect was included, when necessary,

in the observing orograms.

Stray light entering the vent ports of the far-TJV sensors was also
recognized as a problem.

This effect was much reduced by judicious

operations programs and data reduction correction

procedure~.

The carriages were always operated in the closed-loop mode.

In an

attempt to isolate the causes of unscheduled exoeriment high-voltage
shutdowns and redundant unit switching, carrige motion controller C
was placed on-line for a period of about 1 month in early 1978.
Frequent adjustment of the carriage positions bv real-time command
ing was necessary during this interval.

This was not due to any

irregular behavior of the carriages, but was caused by the o?era
tions programs not having been designed to handle the more complex
motion of controller C.

REDUNDANT UNITS
During the lifetime of the PEP, deliberate
were kept to a minimum.

configuratio~

changes

The most common configuration adjustment
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was switching the on-line low-voltage power supply
-8 Qr -C).

(LVPS-~

to/from

This switching was done to t-3.1(e advantage of the

increased sensitivity provided by the FES
use1 for viewing f-3.int objects.

Q P~T-R

electronics

an~

was

Such special viewing periods sp-3.n

ned several weeks before reverting to LVPS-A..

This latter unit

included an FES protection override feature and was used whenever
possible.

During the first few mission years, the DHVPS's were normally not
cycled, and a pair of the three
uously.

~n

av~ilable

units were kept on contin

increase in unscheduled DHVoS shut10wns commencinq in

late 1977, however, required a revision of this basic operating
philosophy.

In ear ly 1978, the DHVP S 's \vere turned on on ly nur ing

actual dat-3.-taking intervals, and only those sensors required hy the
particular observing program were used.

In an attempt to isolate a possible cause

~or

the frequent data

high-voltage shutdowns and spurious unit switchir.g experienced
during the foregoing period, various units were tested on-line.
This procedure yielded no suspect units.

During an LVPS-C to LVPS-A switching change in the winter of 1978,
status displays and unexpected spacecraft motion indicated loss of
the PEP guidance function in c:hannE!l A.

LVPS-C was quickly returned

on-line and remained in that state until contact 44856 Santiago.

An

end-of-mission checkout of LVPS-A (FES channel A) indicated nominal
guidance performance (no failure).

T~e

only necessary

switc~inj

sequence controller (SC)
relay was stuck in

t~e

because of failure involve8 the
SC-~

function.

~nalog

iAta

rat~

switching

lS-secon1 mode; SC-B faile1 iuring

t~e

occur

rence of an extensive glitch an0 rjid not respond to subsequent "on"
comman<4.s.

Thus, except for SC-C, the final on-line configuration of the PEP
was the same ·as its immediate post launch configuration.

OPTICAL

PERFORM~~CE

The overa 11 performance of the "opt ica 1" system (mirrors, lJo,oto
tubes, and associated electronics) was within expecte1 limits for
the first 5 years of the mission.

Shortly after launch, telemetry

indicated that the secondary mirror had not positioned itself
lJroperly.

A check of the image size and shape in orbits

showed the image to be in focus.

1~8-170

It was concluded that the sec

ondary mirror was positioned correctly and that the telemetry was
bad.

A second check of the image size was performed in orbits

35250-35260 and showed no significant change in the image.

~

thir1

set of image data obtained during the last month of the mission was
lost.

It is believed, however, that tl1e inage size and shape were

maintained throughout the mission.

The only major change in performance occurred in the experiment
far-UV sensitivity.

During the first 5 years of the missinn, the

decline in instrument sensitivity was similar to that predicted
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before launch:
shortest

the

wav~lengths

2S000-30000,

l~rgest

being

the decline in

factor of 5 in 1 year, with
~iddle,

rath~r

t~roughout

t~e

iecline occur reo
most

th~

affecte~.

se~sitivity

t~e

than shortest,

first year with the

geginning near orbits

~ccel~r~te~,

irop~ing

largest decline occurring at

wavel~ngths.

T~is

the remaining 3 years of the mission.

the cause for this dec line is sti 11 under '.yay.

1eclin~

by a
t~e

continue~

Investigation of
The best exp lana tion

at this time is that the decline is due to contamination of the
optical surfaces in the spectrograph by an unknown material.

T.1e

onset of the raoid sensitivity degradation in 1977 corresponos to
the onset of solar maximum, suggesting tliat a process similar to
that found in tlie Television Infrared 0bservation Satellite (Tiros)
is working (Reference:

Tiros Project Memo of October 12, 1979).

Details of the decline in sensitivity can be found in Section 2.

No failure of any component in the optical system was recorded
during the mission.

l\ll six phototubes and their associated elec

tronics were functioning at tE!rmination.

V TUBES (FLUORESCENCE AND SF)
The near-UV photomultiplier tubes (Vl, V2, and V3) are covered by
windows made of MgF "
2

The passage of cosmic rays and other high

energy particles through these windows causes the tubes to record
very high background count rates.

The background is composed of

a primary "short-term" component and a secondary "long-term"
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phosphorescence component.
burst of

dur~tion ~0.125

The primary component is a photoelectron

second caused by the passage of 3 cosmic

ray. through the window material.

~he

secondary component or phos

phorescence is due to the accumulaterl damage to the windows by
repeated

pass~ge

of energetic particles.

since the ?riil1ary comoonent of the backgrc)und is a short

(~0.125

second) burst and these bursts are separat:ed in time by approxi
mately 0.5 second, they

c~n

be eliminated by sampling the photo

multiplier counting register at a rate
against the cosmic ray bursts.

~ig~

enough to

dis~rimin~te

The maximum r3te 3t which the OB?

can be commanded is 0.125 second, Io/hich is sufficient for distin
guishing the time of bursts.

Counting registers 1 and 3 can be

sampled at the 0.125-second rate, but only tubes Vl and V3 can be
assigned to these registers.

Consequently, V2 cannot be sampled

~t

the 0.125-second rate.

A.n observing program, called the "short frame" program (taken from
the fact that only a partial data frame is stored every 0.125 sec
ond), was initiated in 1975 using the Vl photomultiplier tube and
the 0.125-second sampling rate.

Because the sampling rate is 112

times more rapid than the normal 14-second rate,

the available 81( of

data storage becomes full after only aporoximately 4 minutes of data
taking.

Since there are normally only two or three

cont~cts

per

orbit in which the data can be transmitted to the ground, short
frame data taking is fairly inefficient.
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However,

in many cases,

it

observations to be ma1e that

~llowe~

in the ordinary

,ata-t~~ins

mode.

ot~erwise

could not be

Generally, the ordinary

useful orily when observing stars that

w~re

bright

enoug~

o~tained

was

mo~e

so that

t~e

stellar signal was much larger than the background.

POWER SUPPLY
Copernicus was launched with three DHVPS's and three LVPS's.

At the

end of. the mission, all six power supplies were functioning.

Tl1e

only 3nomaly to occur involved the DHVPS and
reconfigurations) .

glitc~es

Beginning in the first year after

(unscheduled
13.unc~,

con

figuration changes of the redundant units, data registers, entrance
slit, guidance
occur.

~ackage,

and the cower su?plies would spontaneously

From the very first g ti tch ( orbit 131), the DHVPS ·..,as sus

pected as a cause.
attem~ts

The glitches were rare (a few per year), and

to explain them met with unsatisfactory results.

considered essentially random events that could not be

Late in 1977, the glitch problem became severe.

They were

avoi~ed.

The DHVPS would

shut down many times per month (sometimes many times per day),
stopping data gathering and, at times, putting the spacecraft into
an unsafe mode.

The glitches seemed associated with the DHVPS

gross solar activity, but until 1979, no way was
them.

~t

foun~

an~

to avoid

that time, a Glitch Avoidance Scheduling Procedure (GASP)

was instituted, virtually halting the glitches.

Analysis of the

glitc'l:1 data appears to absolvF;! t'!1e DHVPS as the direct cause of the
glitches.

They are, however, a significant part of the glitc'!1.
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glitch is thought to occur as follows:

~

where in the

by the DHVPS.

sc~cecraft

and is

d~tecte~

?ower surge occurs some
Protection

circuitry shuts down the DHVPS, propagating the surge through the
system,

thereby

alt~ring

the status

~f

support electronics.

One

DHVPS, unit 8, experienced a change in protection circuitry in lq71.
After shutting down,

it would turn itself partially on.

DHVPS B was

noted to be less sensitive to the power surges than either DHVPS
or C.

.

'

Details of the glitches and their effects on the mission can
found in Section 2.
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b~

~

SECTION 2
Mn..LFU~CTIO~S

.l\ND RESULT1:I.l\IT I"1P1:I.CT

MECH.l\NIC.l\L F.l\ILURES
The few fai lures that occurred wi thin tr,.e PEP d i·" not compromise or
severely limit its basic scientific mission.

Tt-,.ese failures are

itemized as fOllows:

a.

Secondary Mirror/Focus Mecr,.anism
During the immediate p05tlauncr,. c'1ecKout of the PEP,

status

data indicate1 incomplete uncaging of the telesco?e's
secondary mirror/focus mechanism assembly.

Suhsequent data

analyses suggested failure of the telemetry monitor circuits
and not of the uncaging operat.ion.

~n

attempt to change the telescope focus in orbit was also

unsuccessful.

Position status data of the secondary mirror

implied that no motion was produced by commanding.

Because

the final focus adjustment prior to launch was calculated to
inclune the effects of the launch Emvironment, the telescope
was believed to be near best focus.
confirmed tr,.is status.

Image

tests

End-of-mission attempts were made to

move the secondary mirror, but again,

b.

~hape

no motion was observed.

Calibration Larnns
Postlaunch checkout of the calibrat.ion larnns confirmen launch
survival and no significant
2-1

c~anges

in the snectrorneter

wavelength
thereafter.

DULing a special series of

one thirj into
to operate.
lamp

c.

~

The lamps were infrequently

c~lihr~tion.

~ission

obseLv~tions

use~

about

lifetime, however, both lamps

End-of~mission

attempts to iqnite

Eaile~

c~libration

were unsuccessful.

Sequence Controllers

~

and 8

Sequence controllers A and B were the only failed PEP elec
tronic units at end-of-mission.
failed in the 16-second mone.
half

ye~r

of the mission.

sc-~

~D

transfer rate relay

This occurred within the first

Tests Made with the unit

indic~ted

that the 16-second analog data store rate was effectively
suppressed with the electronic data-handling equipment (EDHE)
in its store cyclic mode.

,~t

the same time, PEP digital data

continued to be stored at its asynchronous rate (i.e., one
digital block every 1/4 spacecraft-minute).

Thus, t'l-tis unit

could have been placed on-line in the event of failure of
both SC-8 anr'l SC-C.

SC-8 went off during a severe glitch in

early 1978 and failed to respond to subsequent turnon
commands.

SENSITIVITY DEGRiillATION AND EFFECTS
The principal malfunction in t:he PEP
far-UV sensitivity.

w~s

the rapid decline in t'l-te

The 1ecision to terminate the spacecraft was

based partly on the loss of far-UV sensitivity.

Figure 2-1 shows

the relative sensitivity of the high-resolution far-UV phototube Ul
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from oroits 100 to 44000.

In the first 25000 orbits (5 years), the

iecline was close to that predicted before
proxim~tely

~O

'\ rapirt

l~unc~.

(~p-

percent) rtecline at shorter wavelengths was

exoerienced during the first year followed by smaller declines in
subsequent years.
gradu~l

~t

longer wavelengths, the decline was more

and reasonably constant

(a~proximately

10 to 15 percent

~er

year) through the first 25000 orbits.

After orbit 25000,
different.

the character of the decline

~t the shortest wavelengths

continued until termination.

w~s

significantly

«1000 A), a slow decline

At the middle wavelengths (1000 to

1300 ~), a dramatic decline occurred.

Between orbits 30000 and

35000, the sensitivity of the Ul tube decreased by a factor of 2.25
at 1100~.

By orbit 40000, another factor of 5 was lost.

10000 orbits, more than a factor of 10
o

lengths (>1300 A), the decline was not
10000 orbits), but it was larger

th~n

w~s

~s

lost.

Thus,

in

At longer wave-

rapid (a factor of 4 in

that observed before orbit

25000.

The low-resolution far-UV phoi:otube TJ2 exhibited a behavior similar
to that of Ul.

The only significant difference was that during the

period of rapid decline (orbits 25000-44000), it showed a greater
decline than Ul.

The U2 wave:Length dependence was similar to that

of Ul.
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The near-UV phototubes, Vi and V2, did not exhibit the
seen in t:,e far-UV phototube.

1ecline

r~pid

They displayed an initial raDi1

decline followed by a much slower decline until the end of the
mission.

At orbit 25000, both Vl and V2 were at approximately 70

percent of their launch sensitivity.

By orbit 44000, t:,ev still

retained 60 percent of their sensitivity at launch .
.

.

Clearly, something occurred between orbits 25000 and 30000 that
greatly affected the sensitivity of t.:'e far-UV phototubes.

Tl1.is is

also the period in which glitches began to occur in ahun1ance
(Section 2).

This suggests that the two malfunctions

same cause or that the sensitivity

declinE~

~ay

have the

was somehow caused by the

ef.fects of the glitches.

W. L. Upson II has been conducting an analysis of the sensitivity
loss, which is nearing completion.

His preliminary results will be

presented, and a full report will follow at a later date.

The initial decline in sensitivity, orbits 0-25000,
that seen in other devices.

is similar to

The cause is thought to be primarily

due to the decay of the photocathodes.

The rapid decline occurring

after orbit 25000 is, however, quite anomalous.

Investigations

conducted shortly after the onset of the rapid decline absolved the
power supplies and other control units' as the cause of the sensi
tivity loss.

This

le~t

only contamination of. the ODtical surfaces
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and/ or photocathodes as the Ccluse of the dec 1 ine.

Th is susp ic ion is

further supported by the fact that U2 showed a greater decline than
Ul (U2 undergoes one more reflection than Ul) .

~t

the same time that Copernicus was ex?eriencing this rapid decline

in sensitivity, Earth sensors on Tiros-N,

~OAA-A,

noted to display significant sensitivity losses .
.

and 50/1 were also
Analysis revealed

'

that their sensitivity loss was due to contaminants on the optical
surfaces.

The contaminants came from outgassed material reacting

with atmospheric oxygen to produce polymers.
activity

i~

~e

increased solar

1977 raised the mean density of oxygen in the upper

atmosphere and caused the polymer production to increase dramat
ically (see report from Tiros Project for details).

Analysis of the data suggests that a similar reaction may have
occurred in the PEP.

The most likely location for the contaminant

is in the spectrograph.

Ample materials exist for outgassing, and

the spectrograph is open to space so that atmospheric oxygen can
enter (direct observation of oxygen atoms

confir~s

their increased

abundance at the altitude of the spacecraft in 1978 through 1981).
Ul and U2 show greater declines because of the peculiar absorbing
properties of the contaminant.
between 1050

A and

l150~.

The peak absorption appears to occur

U2 shows more loss because the incoming

light undergoes an extra reflection to enter the phototube.
analysis is continuing.

Further

A final report on the decline and possible

causes will be issued when the analysis is complete.
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The impact on Copernicus operations caused by the loss of sensitiv
ity was to lengthen all observations.

Programs were run several

times to get the data quality obtained with a single run before 1977.

IMPACT OF V TUBE FLUORESCENCE AND SHORT FRAME
~s

explained in Section 1, the background levels in the

ne~r

ultraviolet tubes (Vl, V2, V1) were much larger thaq expected.

It

has been determined that passage of energetic particles (cosmic
rays,

particles, etc.) through the windo.....s covering the tubes

causes a short-term

fluoresc~nce

and a long-term phosphorescence.

The sum of these two components results in a background count rate
of acproximately 7000 counts/l4 seconrts in V2 and
10,000 counts/14 seconds in Vi.

approxim~t~ly

Therefore, Vl and V2 were usp.ful

only for fairly bright stars, where t.he stellar signal was much
larger than the background.

With the

a-l.v(~nt

of the short fr'lme

program in 1975, the Vl tube began return i ng higher quality data.
However, short frame observations required the use of the OBl?
(except for the technique implemented in 1980, whereby the space
craft was commanded from the ground).

From 1975 to 1980, the OBP

had numerous minor failures and three major failures.

The major

failures resulted in the OBP being inoperable from April g to August 7,
1977; August 30, 1978 to June 26, 197q;

a~d

J~ne

28 to October 3,

1980, a total of 17 months.

GLITCHES

AND

G~SP

Unscheduled reconfigurations (glitches) of the Princp.ton Package
have occurred since orbit 131.

These glitches
2-7

h~ve

ranged from very

minor events

(re~ister

reassiqnment and

~ommutator

major enough to greatly enianqer the spacecraft.

steps) to events
~pproxi~ately

glitches were recorded in the 45000 orbits of the mission.

260

The

incinence of glitches in the first 5 years (25000 orbits) was very
low, a few per year.

The impact on 0gerations was very small, data

loss being the onLy lasting effect.

Beginning near orbit 27000, glitches became much more common:
80 percent of all glitches have occurred since orbit 27000.

impact of this high rate of glitches was twofold:
tial amount of data was lost.

first,

The

a substan

This required rescheduling observa

tions, but in some cases resulted in permanent scientific data loss.
Second, the danger to the spacecraft was greatly increased.

The

only hard failure of a major PEP unit occurred during one such glitch
(Section 1).

Given these fact.ors, every effort was made to identify

the cause of the glitches and to establish a method by which they
could be avoided.

The onset of glitches in late 1977 suggested a connection with solar
activity.

An initial check of the data seemed to support this, but

as more glitches occurred, it was determined that solar activity was
not the trigger.

Various other glitch avoidance techniques were

tried, but none seemed to work.

In early 1978, an analysis con

ducted by E.L. Wilson showed that most of the glitches were occur
ring when the telescope

~as

pointed in the plane of the orbit near

the point where the spacecraft is approaching the target at maximum
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velocity.

Figure 2-':2

the 11itch

t~r~et5;

present~

the orbit11 l::ltitllrle jistribution of

Figure 2-3 shows the distrihution of glitr.hes

with position in the orbit.

Using these two correlations, the Glitch
cedure (GASP) was developed.

The

G~SP

Avoid~nce

Pro

Sche~uling

involved scherluling observa

tions, as much as possible, to occur when targets were greater than
.

40 degrees from the orbital plane.

'

When this was not possible, the

high voltages were turned off during the perion of high glitch
probability (+30 to +120 degrees as

s~own

was made operational on April 1, 1979.
glitches stopped.

in Figure 2-2).

I~ediately,

The only glitches that occurren

The G;\SP

almost all

~fter

that

ti~e

were due to either relaxing the GASP requirements (to obtain more
observing time) or human error in implementing the GASP.
impact that the implementation of the GASP had on

Th~

oper~tions

only
was to

reduce the observing efficiency, since oart of the orhit could not
be used for data taking.

Analysis of the glitch data has failed to identify a specific cause
for their occurrence; however, many things have been learned.

No

connection was found between glitches and the Earth's latitude or
longitude, spacecraft day or night, or short-term solar activity
(flares, storms, etc.).

No single electronic unit was identified as

the source of the problem.

The similar behavior of all the glitches

implies that the cause may be in the spacecraft or a global event
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It>

0

(i.e.,

affecting

~ll

Princeton units).

must be associ'3.ted with the rlensity of
increase in

glitc~es

significant

sol~r

at~os~here

in

l~te

activity.

The trigger for a glitch

1977 correlates well with
Solar

~ctivity

to exp'3.nd, thus increasing the

tude of Cooernicus.

Earth's atmosohere.

th~

will cause

mea~

maxi~~~

bital

theE~rth's
~lti

The occurrence of glitches '3.t the point of

Earth's atmosphere is the ultimate cause of
maxi~um

onset of

density at the

maximum velocity tow'3.rd the target suoports the

of

t~e

Th~

t~e

ide~

that the

glitches.

The ]?oint

velocity toward the target is also the point at which the

~~

pressure is exerted on thA spacecraft.

l~titude

dep~ndence

supports this

conc~pt:

The strong or
glitches occur

only 'N'hen the open end of the te lesco?e is !)ointen

i~

the direction

of the soacecraft motion.

~

glitch is thought to occur as follows:

as the

sp~cecraft

approaches the glitch point, ·the power levels in the Princeton
Package become unstable.

Sho ::'t ly after this, the

high-volt~ge

protection circuitry senses a power change anri shuts dO'N'!1 the high
voltage.

This in turn produc!:!s a transient in the system, and other

units may be affected.

A. gli1:ch has occurred.
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SECTION' 3
ORB1T~

OBSERV~Tl0~S

~ND

OPER~TIONS

OBSERVATIONS
MILESTONES
The milestone

tabl~s

craft slews and
tion times.

contain a chronological listing of all space

observ~tional

targets with their

resp~ctive

execu

Other information is also included such as the orbit

number of -lata storage dumps, the astronomical sequence li.st (.a.SL)
~a~e

of the observation, and the beta and theta angle of the

spacecraft during the observation.

Th~

milestone tables appear in

1\ppendix .a. (which is avai lab le uoon request).

TESTS
Throughout the operational lifetime of the spacecraft, many tests
were performed,

~s

can be seen in the milestone t3.bles.

1\ detailed

discussion of all tests would not be appropriate to give here.
However, the tests genera lly were two tYPE!S:
configuration tests.

5

igna 1 tests and

Signal tests were performed on relatively

faint targets to determine the counting rates in the photomultiplier
tubes or the guidance tubes (Le., the AGe value).

Configuration

tests were performed to determine which units, channels, etc., to
use while observing.

3-1
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SPECI~L

OBSERV~TIONS

(SHORT

~RAME)

Short frame observ?tions were conducterl in three di fferent \v'1 y s:

'1.

Commanrls were stored in the OBP anrl were
appropriate time.

execute~

'1t the

The resulting nat? were stored in dat?

storage and were relayed to the

groun~

by the wirleband or

narrowband transmitter.

b.

Commands were stored in the OBP ann were executed so that
data were being obtainerj during contact with grounrl stations .
The data were not stored, but were sent in real time to the
ground station by the narrowbanrj transmitter.

~is

method of

o,!?eration was called the "real-time" short frame method.

c.

Commands were sent to the spacecraft from the ground at the
same r?te as the OBP commanding rate.

This technique was

initiated in August 1980 and was used when the 0RP was
nono,!?erational.

This method was called the "real-time ground

c orron and " short frame method.

The ,!?receding par3.gra-phs '!?oin·t out that, ciuring short frame ob
servations,
However,

full use

0-:

the

N ;~SA

ground station network was needed.

lack of network sU?-P(Jrt at these stations resulted in the

loss of approximately 2S percent of the requested observing time.
Before 197Q, most of lost support was due to conflicts with the
International Sun-Earth Ex-plo:rer (ISEE) series of satellites.
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Starting in June 1979, the priority for
raised
t~is

subst~ntially,

time,

and

~pproximately

thes~

s~ort

=r~m~

problems subsiiei

15 to 20 percent

o~

th~

observations was

so~ewh~t.

requested

During
cont~ct

support was denied, mostly because of conflicts with the the High
Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO) and the Solar

~aximum

~ission

(SMM) •

OPERATION'S
DATA LOSS
OAO-3 Copernicus operated at an efficiency of 97.8 percent through
its 44890 orbits of life.
were lost.

A total of lOOl orbits of scientific

d~ta

The largest sing le SOUrCE! of data loss was l?rob lems with

the experiment (17 percent, 166 orbits).

This was- fo 11ower1 by

Network-induced losses (15 percent, 146 or.bits),

~uman

error (13

percent, 132 orbits), and spacecraft problems (13 percent, 127
orbits).

The remaining data loss was due to many small

(solar eclipse,

low-lead time,

proble~s

failure to acquire target, etc.).

CONSOLE ACTIVITY
During the operational lifetime of the Copernicus satellite, the
performance of the PEP was monitored continuously (r1uring spacer.raft
contacts) at the PEP console.

Commands WE!re sent to the sl?acecraft

from the console to correct carriage posit:ions, turn on and off data
high-voltage power supplies, use different rerlundant units, change
operational configurations, and

?rot~ct

3-3

the

pack~ge

~fter

glitc~es.

Commanding activity at the PDP

consol~

is recorded in the

~erospace

Corporntion (GAC) console logbook ann

logbook.

Both of

thes~

logbo~ks

t~e

were studied, and

list of all commands sent from the PEP console was

PEP
~

Grumm~n

c~nsole

chronological

tabul~t~':l.

'\

study of the sequence of activities at the console reveals five
f~irly

distinct operational phases that the spacecraft encountered:

•

Orbits 1-2000--This was the first year of operation and was an
operational develooment phase.

•

Orbits 20QO-12000--This was a fairly active period of command
ing, mostly to correct scheduling errors.

•

Orbits 12000-27000--A very calm period for

~roblems.

Most of

the commanding was the r.esult of planned tests.

•

Orbits 27000-35000--Thi!S was a very active period for commann
ing because of the high frequency of glitches.

•

Orbits 35000-44890--A fairly calm period for commanding.

The

occurrence of glitches was virtually stopped by implementing a
new observing procedure.

Following is a more detailed discussion of each of these phases.
Figure 3-1 graphically displays the console activity throughout the
mission.
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Orbits 1-2000
. The orbi ta 1 range is the period in which the PEP l,Jas turned on,
tested,

orbit 56.
~fter

The first PEP command

and put into operation.

w~s

sent in

Commanding continued at a high rate through orbit 2S6.

that point, commands were sent primarily to correct carriage
By orbit

oositions and to remove the effects of minor glitches.

2000, the commanding rate was reduced to the rate that would be

held for the next 10000 orbits.

Orbits 2000-12000
Dur ing this period, the rate (::>f rea l-time commands from the conso le
was fairly high--the average being about 3
(contacts at which commands

W4~re

comman~ing

contacts

issued) per 100 orbits.

Tec'1niques

for generating schedules had not been develo?ed to the point of
being error free.

Consequently, 70 percent of the commands sent

from the PEP console were to correct scheduling errors.l\t this
time, most console operators did not have much experience in real
time commanding fLom the console.

Therefore, relatively many mis

takes were made, which had to be corrected with further commands.
These console operator errors were the cause of about 30 percent of
the commanding during this period.

Orbits 12000-27000
This was a period of very
planned testing.

litt~le

console activity other t'1an during

Beginning around orbit 14000, the short frame mode

3-6

of data acquisition was tested, which require1 some real-time com
manding.

Guidance offset and gain

sole to study the possibility of
tion,

t~sts

vi~wing

were als6 run from
faint objects.

In

th~

ao~i-

some unolanned real-time comrnanoing was necessary as a
Towa~d

of planetary ann other special observations.
period (orbits 20000-27000),

con

r~sult

the end of this

console activity fell to a very

lo~

level of less than one command per 100 orbits.
.

.
Orbits 27000-35000
A dramatic increase in the frequency of glitches causeo a corres
ponding increase in console activity during this oerio1.

Real-time

commanding initially reached an all-time high of 55 commands ?er 100
orbits, as high-voltage supplies and

redun~ant

units were simply

commanoen back to the original configuration after a glitch.

Later,

in an attempt to prevent the glitches, various changes in operating
orocedure were tried, most requiring some console activity.

One

such switch in the use of a redundant unit caused frequent carriage
problems, which then required additional real-time commanding.
Eventually, the data high-voltage power supolies were cycleo on and
off each orbit coinciding with observation periods.

~t

first this

was done in real time from the console, but then later it was
incorporated into the scheouling procedure.

This greatly

re~uced

the frequency of glitches, but it was not until the institution of
the GASP, beginning around orbit 35000, that they were virtually
eliminated.
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Orbits 35000-44890
This was a fairly quiet p-eriod for console activity as a result of
instituting the

G~SP

technique.

By taking into account the

sP~cific

orientation of the spacecraft iuring an observation, an appropriate
high-voltage turnon time could be found so as to avoid a glitch.

(~

more detailed d-escription of this procedur-e can be found in Section
2 of this report.)

Howev-er, there continued to be a small number of

scheduling -errors and glitches, which were responsible for most of
commands sent in real time from the console.

~lso

during this period, more observations were

con~ucted

short fram-e mode because of the declining sensitivity of
strument.

~e

partial failure of the OBP, however,

in the
t~e

in

led to : real

time short frame worker that required command support from the

G~C

console.

Z\dditional real-time commanding was indirectly a result of the
declining priority of

O~O.

Many contacts were lost to higher

priority satellites during this time, and occasionally this resulted
in the loss of all memory load points.

This caused the execution of

the coast hold sequence, which then necessitated some real-time
commanding before being able

1:0

return to normal operations.

Late in the life of OAO, therE! was much console activity because of
end-of-mission testing.

This is discussed in 1etail elsewhere.

SCHEDULI~G

PROCSDURES

The Princeton Experiment Package scheduling

procedur~

(:igure 3-2)

involved the use of the following four programs:

SLEWER

@)--~e

SLEWER program

performe~

the calculations for a

change in spacecraft attitude.

ASL

CD_- The

w~ve-

purpose of the ASL program was to conv9rt the

lengths requested by the astronomer into the appropriate carriage
motion commands.
input to

t~e

These carriage motion commands were then

used to

updat~

orbital

el~~ents

the Network Computing SuP?ort Section

(NETCO~S)

chec~

the accuracy of

schedules before they were released to GAC for further
In addition, the program produced a clear,
was

packag~

l,~ter

It was
and

and to generate timelines and schedules.

G)
--The TGIF program was used to

w~ich

as

AVATAR program.

AVATAR CDQJ®--!Wa..TAR was the basic scheduling program.

TGIF

us~d

readabl~

th~

~rocessing.

command list,

used in monitoring the status of ·the experiment

.

The first step in scheduling an observation was to update the

CD

NETCONS and orbital elements.
weeks.

This was performed once every l to 2

The time and duration of forthcoming contacts and the most

recent values of orbital parameters, as determined by NASA, were
input to AVATAR for later use in generating schedules.
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INPUT fROM PRINCETON
OR
GUEST OBSERVER

INPUT FROM
NASA

NETCOHS 110 ORBITAL ELEM"NTS
UPOATED PERIODICALLY

(0

RUN AVATAR
FUNCTION TIwtUNE

MODE SURVEY

CD

I--

RUN ASl.

CD

I--

RUN AVATAA
'UNCTION TIMEUN&
MODE SCHEDULE

r----

RUN SLEWER

---,

f

I
I

I
I
I
I

MAKE MODifiCATIONS
()OJ D'ISf'LAY STATION

r'--------,

I

I
I
I

r--~j--L-----~

I
REI'£AT
AS

RUN TGIF
110 CHECK

NEEDED

IL ________ .JI

REPEAT
AS
NEEDED

RELEASE SOiEDULE
TOCiAC

RUlAT
AS

NEEDED
CHEc)( 0\1TNT
FROM_

L... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .JI

@
IL.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FURTltER ""OCESSING
I'£RFORMED IY GAt

@

COMMANOSLOADEDINTO
COMMAND MEMORY
0' THE SPACECRAFT

Figure 3-2.

@

Flow Chart of the PEP Scheduling Procedure
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When the NETCONS and orbital

ele~ents

were updated, a survey was run

to display orbital and target occultation informn.tion.Q)

This was

used in deterrninin'J input to the schec1 111ing program suc", as ·, .;hen to
begin scheduling observations anr1 where to specify an "open" contact
dat~

(i.e., no observation during the c'ontact so that
pac~age

dumped and the status of the experiment
al input to the scheduling program was

storage can be

chec~ed).

gener~te1

by ASL. GD

Addition
Given the

coordinates of the target, the day of observation, and the velocity
of the target as soecified by the astronomer,

~SL

produced a

dec~

of

cards containing all required carriage motion comman<is.

The final step before running schedules was to <ietermine the space
craft slew to the new attitude and the time required to complete the
slew.

By inputting the coordinates of the old and new attitude and

the time that the slew was to begin, the
needed

SL~NER

program produced the

information.~

At this point, a schedule was run,

fitting all required carriage

CD

motion commands into the observation time available.

Ad<iitional

necessary commands, such as data storage on and off comman<is, were
generated by the program as well, and a listing of the cormnanc1ing
sequences was printed.
a display

station.~

This output was then manually modified using

Changes were made to make commanding more

efficient, to correct errors in the schedule resulting from con
straints of the scheduling program, or to insert any other
needed, such as a spacecraft slew.
TGIF was run.(1)
3-11

comm~nds

0nce these changes were made, a

The TGIF program ?erformed checks on the
errors either previously overlooked or
mojifications.

modifie~

gene~ated

sch~dule

whil~

to find

m3king

It then listed all errors found and 9rinted out the

schedule in its current form.

The schedule was modified again to

correct errors; the process repeated as necessary.

Once the errors had been removed, the

schedul~

was

~eleased

to

G~~

to be merged with spacecraft commands and University College of
London (UeL) experiment commands, and later it was used 3S input to
the Normal Operations Program

(~OP).~

The NOP performed additional

checks to ensure proper commanding, and,

if no errors were found,

printed a listing of all commands and their times of execution.
This listing (the "contact message") was given to the PEP office to
be checked for

accuracy,~

and, if there were no problems,

approved for further processing by
to

G~J[Y

th~ spacecraft.~
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it was

and eventual transmission

SECTION 4
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The primary

har~ware

configuration used by the PEP

at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
System 360

Mo~el

65.

WnS

Group

the M&DO-G2, an IBM

The operating system at project

was 360/65 OS/MVT Release 21.8 in conjunction with
4.0.

Oper~tions

t~rmination

H~SP

II, Version

This final configuration had 512 kilobytes of primary storage,

1024 kilobytes of main storage, and 4096
storage.

Secondary storage facilities

inclu~ed

units and a complement of IBM 2401-series
Display Station and

~n

~ilobytes

t~pe

of lar1e

cap~city

two IBM 2314
units.

An IBM

D~SF

22~0

IBM 029 card punch were located in the PEP

Operations Group Office.

All special and

pro~uction

programs were executen in the batch mode.

Use of the 2260 Display Station was limited primarily to the modifi
cation of PEP observing schedules.

A complete description of the computing environment is provided in
"Mission and Data Operations, IBM 360 User's Guide," Volume I, J.
Balakirsky, Code 531, December 1978.

The operations programs used by the PEP Operations Group consisted
of several frequently used major programs and a complement of minor

ones.

The latter were

~eveloped

to handle special siituations ann to
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extend the

cap~bilities

of the major

~roduction

~rogra~s.

some scientific nata reduction routines were used,

the

A.lthough

~rinci?al

purpose of the software system was to create PSD obser v in] ?rograms
and to expedite this creation process.

The major component.s of the PEP software ?ackage were:

•

AVATAR

•

SF'1l

•
•

SLEWER

•
•
•

(aliases:

ATROCITY and

AUGURY (alia8:
ASL (alias:

OBAFGK~)

FUTURE. TII'1ELI1IJE)

CGP)

TGIF (alias:

XPEP)

PREDICTOR

Functional descriptions of these programs are as follows:

AVATAR
AVATAR was the prime schedule-generating program of the PEP o?era
tions activity.

Its main functions were (1) to create PEP observing

schedules given a specified target and a set of PEP commands and (2)
to update a collection of data sets used in this creation ?rocess.
A third,

infrequently usen,

function of this ?rogram

listings of some of these schedule-related nata sets.
these tasks, threea.VATAR functions were
UPDATE,

and OUTPUT.

ava~. l~ble:

w~s

to provide

To accomplish
TIMELI1IJE,

Each of these functions had several modes that
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performed a part icu lar task within its parent funct. ion.
t~e

functional modes for each of

three main functions

ar~

The va lid
listen in

T'3.ble 4-1.

Tab le 4--1
Valid Functional Mones
TD1ELINE

UPDr>.TE

OUTPUT

SURVEY

SUN

SUN

SCHEDULES

MOON

M00N

SUMMARY

NETCON

NETCO~

BETA-ROLL

ORBIT~L

ELEME"ITS

ORBITAL

EL8"1E"l'~S

DID
GMTZ
COMMr..NDS

The

nam~s

of the functional modes listen above for function UPDATE

indicate the kinds of data contained in
sch~dule

t~e

nata sets usen for

creation in the TIMELINE function.

maintained nata pertaining to the

N~SA

NETCON,

for example,

ground stations, which were

available to the OAO-C spacecraft.

The chief purpose of the TIMELINE function was to provide soacecraft
environment information and PEP target occultation information over
a specified perion of time (mode SURVEY) ann,

if directed, to

ge~-

erate a PEP sc:"edule based on this information ann on a list of PEP
commands required to accomplish a particular scientific objective
(mone SCHEDULE).

The spacecraft/target data previously mentioneQ were
calculated at intervals of 1 spacecraft-minute and

gener~lly

inclu~ed

the

following items:

•

INhether or not the spacecraft was in contact range of a ground
station, anQ,

•

~'ihether

if so, the ground station identity

the spacecraft was in orbita 1 day or in the Eart'" s

shadow

•

Whether the spacecraft was in a region of the South
Anoma 1y

•

~tlantic

(S~J\)

Whether the specifieQ target was unocculteQ or occulted by the
Earth, and,

if occulted, what was the type of occultation.

Much of this information could be made available in tabular

for~.

Each of the foregoing conditions and subconditions, however, was
given a special identifying

computer-printa~le

character.

By

concentrating the symbols for each conQition into a single line and
by including a line representing time, a very useful graphic display
was obtained.

This

displ~y

was called a "timeline."

duced by all functional modes of the
BETAROLL.

~IMELINE

It was pro

function except

That mode !?roduced a table cont<'\ining spacecraft beta

angles and optimum roll angles for mUltiple targets over a !?eriod of
1 year.

Mode SUMMARY produced a time line that includeQ no target
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occultation
ing

multi~l~

nat~.

~ode

~JRVEY

a complete timeline inclun

produce~

target occultation lines on multi?le target input.

i"lode SCHEDULE ,the workhorse,

~ro~uced

a complete time 1 in~ for -3.

single target and extr-3. lines indicating the type of motion being
executen by the PEP carriages.

The SCHEDULE mode had many options to control the !net'!-tod by w'!-tich it
operated on the PEP command list, to produce an observing program.
It also automatically inserted PEP FES request and settle time
commands at the beginning of each (unocculted) PEP observing inter
va 1.

Th~

Terminat ion commands were simi 1-3.r ly inserte<i.

many options of AVATAR available to the operations group made

this program a potent operations tool.

SFT1j
~e

Short Frame Worker (SFW) program was derived from

used to schedule short EDHE frame observations.
rapid rate at which the spacecraft

dat~

AVAT~R

and was

Because of t"e

storage was filled during

the execution of such a worker, special techniques, not provided by
AVATAR, were needed to efficiently create SFW observing schedules.

Input to the SFW program consisted of specially encoded commanns
describing the type of worker (scan data or background), the start
ing time of the worker, and at which time the stored nata were to be
transmitted to a ground station.
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Output

inclu~e~

a timeline (as described for AV\T\R)

observing schedule .
this output.

Many

spacecr~ft

I!1ser.tion of these

an~

the SFW

group commanis were included in

cornman~s

done C'l.utomatically by

\V~s

the SF'1l program.

Even with this output, extensive manual modification of the initial
observing program was required.

This was frequently iue to loss of

ground station support, and modifications were necessary to maintain
the scientific objectives of the observations.

SLEWER
The purpose of this !;lrogram was to generate efficient spacecraft
target-to-target slewing sequences for

in~ut

into the PEP o?era

tional schedules.

Basic input to this program included the initial

~nd

final space
Initial and

craft pointings and the time of initiation of the slew.

final spacecraft rol.l angles could be optionally specified.

Point

ing data were assumed to be at Epoch 1950, and these data were
transformed by the program to pointings at epoch of 1ate.
ally, these pointing transformation operation8 could be

Option

su~presse1.

Specific slew legs from a given pointing could also be inouttei.

For

eac~

target-to-t.arget input. request, the program generated a set

of 24 possible 3-1eg slewing sequences.

~is

procedure and other

OAO slewing-related items are described in "Mathematical Analysis
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for the Orientation and Control of the Orbiting
vatory Satellite," P.S. Davenport,

~AS~/Langley,

~stron~mic~l

Obser

1963 G-29Q.

The program t~hen determined the 3-1e<] slewing sequence that wou 1ri. be
selected by the OAO-NOP.

The selecting rule was to llse that triad

whose largest slew leg was smaller thRn the largest slew le? of any
other triad.

This

s~ecial

slewing sequence was then checked to

ensure that no spacecraft slewing restrictions would be violated.
Most important among these restrictions were limits on the maximum
length slew leg (40 degrees for P and Y: 20 degrees for

R)

and the

maximum allowable deviation of the spacecraft from optimum roll at a
particular beta angle.

If any restriction was violated, the program woulri.

atte~pt

to find

an acceptable slew among the remaining triads, suggest an initial
specific slew that would create an acceptable triad, or, at worst,
calculate a midpoint between the specified targets and compute two
sets of slews.

Slew timing data for acceptable slews were also

~rovided

by this

program.

AUGURY

This program was used to obtain target timelines for observations
that might occur beyond the current range of

networ~

provided by the Mission and Data Operations (M&DO).
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contact data

Input to the progi~m gener~lly consiste1 of the curr2nt set of OAn
orbital

element~,

latitu~es,

SAA

applicability,

t~rget

siz~,

positions, ground

Sun and

start of

~oon

timelin~

oositions
data, and

st~tion
ov~r

lonqitu~es

the

dur~tion

r~ng~

of

~nd

of

ti~eline.

The output consisted of a modifie1 timeline disnlay with the
timeline(s} presented on an orbit-by-orbit basis for the input
target(s) specified.
displayed,

Information related to each orbit was also

including Greenwich mean time

(G~~)

of ascending node,

OAO miss ion orbit number, ground station cont·3 .cts, an1 Pr inceton
University orbit class.
w~s

~

snacecraft

~lapse1

tim2

(SET)/~T t~ble

also included for each orbit.

This output enabled operations personnel to determine the observing
efficiencies of future proposed observations or other useful
information.

ASL
The purpose of this program was to generate a set of high-·level
symbolic language-type PEP carriage motion commands from basic
wavelength-based data.

These latter data, ASL, were generally

written by a scientific investigator for a specific target or set of
targets.

It specifi.ed the various combinations of carriage motion

(scan routines) desi.red at designated wavelengths.

This i.nformation

was then translated by the ASL program into the higher level command
language required by the OAO-NOP.
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Along with the ,r..SL data,
position,

approxim~te

input to this program included target

day of observation, and a target velocity.

The output includer'i a listing of the generated high-level cornrnanis
and a corresponr'iing card deck that could be directly inputter'i into
AV~TAR,

the main

~cheduling

program.

Embedded in the output listing were

t~e

carriage positions ani

wavelengths at insertion of each command and at regular intervals
It also

during their execution periods.

indic~te~

status of the carriage 1 sensors because of the
T~is

tion mirror.

program acted,

~s

in effect,

the occultation

carri~ge

2 collec

a carriage motion

simulator.

The basic output of this program (symbolic commands'3.nd their
execution times) was processed by another
(TESTOR).

inde~endent

orogram

This program calculated carriage positions on a command

basis and compared its results with those obtnined by the ,r..SL
program.

Any differences found were flagged,

investigated.

and the discrepancy

This check was considered necessary since the

carriage motion and requisite timing was complex and the basic

~SL'S

were often written by astronomical researchers who were less
familiar with these problems.

TGIF
This program was used to verify the accuracy of the ?EP
after their

cre~tion

(most often by
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,r..VAT~R)

sc~edule~

and after their

subsequent manual modification using the IBM

Display Station

22~0

Functions.

Input to this program consisted of:

•

The name of the schedule to be processed

•

The PEP carriage positions and ON/OFF status of t~e PEP
DHVPS's at execution of the first PEP command within the
schedule

•

A title generally indicating

t~e

schedule's name, the

target(s), and program(s) that the schedule included

The output of this program included diagnostic messages indicating
record format errors, out of sequence records, errors in PEP command
timing, and attention flags for various events.

The output format

was easily readable, and it enabled operations personnel to deter
mine at a glance when special events were to occur, when the PEP/FES
was enabled, when the dual-halt condition was present in the PEP
electronics, the positions of the PEP carriages at insertion of each
PEP command, and the ON/OFF status of the DHVPS's.

Release of a PEP schedule to

CAe

for further processing did not

occur until the output of this program was found to be acceptable.
In addition,

it was used to check spacecraft command memory
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an~

was

used by PEP console operators in the

O~O-OCC

for

real-~ime

status

r~ference.

PREDICTOR
The purpose of this ?rogram was to orovide information relating to
various target pointing parameters that were needed in preplanning
observations.

The program produced a tabular history of these narameters for
various standard pointings, usually on a daily basis over a
specified period of time.

These

paramet~rs

longitude and latitude, beta angle and

included target orbital

spacecr~ft

angle, and Moon target angular separation.

optimum roll

Information on an actual

target was obtained by interpolation of these tabulated data.

Actual targets whose position indicated an orbital latitude between
+40 and -40 degrees,

for example, were considered for data high

voltage shutdown, and their scheduling was postponed or special
techniques (e .. g.,
schedules.

GASP) were used when generating their observing

Other parameters indicaten when high spacecraft pitch/

yaw wheel speeds might be expected, when the Moon was too close to a
potentia 1 target, and when t11e beta ang le exceeded 90 degrees.

This program was a valuable aid in planning the PEP target observing
sequence.
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OTHER PROGRAMS
:..J'1i le the bu lk of the schedu 1 ing funct ion was performed by

AV~T .!\R

and the other programs ?rev ious 1 y ·ies':: r iberj, snec ia l observ ing
!?r~b

lems and norma 1 evo l ut ior. of operations re,!'.l ir~d the d eve looment

of additional software.

During the final operations era,

for example, the beginning of a PEP

observing interval was often delayed beyond the point at which the
target became unocculted, the norma 1 AVAT.AR start time of observa
tion.

Instead of modifying AVATAR, the program

w~s

instructed to

introduce a large, precalculated, FES settling time, an
~VATAR

option.

availabl~

This delayed actual scientific observing until

the desired start time.

Another ?rogran, operating on the AVATAR

output, modified the PES settling periods to their

no~al

2

spacecraft-minutes and inserted data high voltage on and off
commands.

Manipulations as described were not uncommon, and much of this
additional software was directed to reducing the manual effort
required to shape an AVATAR-generated schedule into final form.
Given all the vagaries of the scheduling

proces~,

a single program

to handle all observing requirements would be exceedingly complex.
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